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STABILITY FOR INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL

FIBRE BUNDLDS

By

Katsuro Sakai

Abstract. In this paper, we prove that any locally trivialfibre

bundles p : X―>B with fibre M a manifold modeled on an infinite-

dimensional space E (e. g. the Hilbert space l2 or the Hilbert cube

Q) is bundle isomorphic to the bundle />°proj:Xx E―>B. Further,

we can obtain a strong version of this Bundle StabilityTheorem.

From Bundle Stability Theorem, we can introduce the notion of

deficiency in bundles. We show that a finite union of locally

deficientsets is deficientand we prove a bundle version of Mapping

Replacement Theorem.

§0. Introduction.

A Hilbert (Hilbert cube) manifold, brieflyl2-manifold (Q-manifold), is a para-

compact space M admitting an open cover by sets homeomorphic (= ) to open

subsets of the Hilbert space lz (the Hilbert cube Q). These manifolds are topo-

logically stable, that is, M^Mxl2 (M^MxQ). This Stability Theorem due to

R. D. Anderson and R. M. Schori [A-S] is most fundamental in the theory of

infinite-dimensional manifolds.

In this paper, we establish the stability theorem for locally trivial fibre

bundles with fibre an /2-manifold or a Q-manifold. We will callthese bundles

l2-manifold bundles or Q-manifold bundles, respectively.

Bundle Stability Theorem. {Assume B is metrizable.)

(A) An l2-manifold bundle is bundle isomorphic to p°pro'}:Xxlz-^B.

(B) A Q-manifold bundle is bundle isomorphic to £°proj:XxQ―*B.

Here a bundle p : X-^B is bundle isomorphic to a bundle p': X'-^B if there

exists homeomorphism h : X-+X' such that p'h = p (such a homeomorphism is

called a bundle homeomorphism).

In this theorem, there is a bundle homeomorphism h : Xxl2-*X (h : XxQ -X)

is homotopic to the projection proj: Xxl2-^X (proj: XxQ―*X) by a small bundle
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homotopy. In practice, we prove a more strong result, i.e. Theorem 4-3 (and

Remark 5-1), under the more general situation including (A) and (B).

A subset K of M is lz-deficient(Q-deficient)if there is a homeomorphism

h : M-^Mxlz (h : M->MxQ) such that h(K)C.Mx {0}. A closed subset K of M

is a Z-set if there is a continuous map /: M-^M＼K arbitrarily near to the

identity (or equivalently, if for each non-empty homotopically trivial open set U

in M, U＼K is also non-empty and homotopically trivial).It is well-known that

these two notion are identical for closed sets in /2-manifoids or (^-manifolds.

And these notion are very useful and very important in the theory of infinite-

dimensional manifolds.

From Bundle Stability Theorem we can introduce the notion /2-deflciency

(Q-deficiency) in /2-nianifold(Q-manifold) bundles. In this paper, we see several

easy properties of these deficient sets in bundles. We show that a locally

deficientset is deficient and that a finiteunion of deficient sets is also deficient.

And we prove a bundle version of Mapping Replacement Theorem due to R. D.

Anderson and J.D. McCharen [A-M] which is an important tool in the theory

of infinite-dimensional manifolds. Further aspects shall be developed in sequels

[Sa2i3].

R. Y. T. Wong and T. A. Chapman (CWoll2] and [C-W]) have developed an

entirely satisfactory infinite-dimensional bundle theory over finite complex. And

T. A. Chapman and S. Ferry ([C-F] and [Fe]) have proved several theorems

for product bundle with a Q-manifold fibre. And H. Torunczyk, is his dissert-

ation, have oroved several theorems of infinite-dimensional bundles.

§1. Semi-Reflective Isotopy Property.

The unit interval [0, 1] is denoted by /. A pointed topological space (L, 0)

is said to have the semi-reflectiveisotopy property, briefly:SRIP, if there exists

an ambient invertible isotopy a : L2Xl^-Lz (called a semi-reflectiveisotopy) such

that

0i(x, y)=(y, e(x)) for each (x, y)^L2 and

Gt(Q,0)=(0, 0) for each fe/

where e : L^L is a homeomorphism (called a swerving homeomorphism). If e=id,

we call the reflectiveisotopy property (RIP). (See [B-P] p. 289) It is easy to

see that if en=i&, then (Ln, 0) has RIP.

1-1 Example : Any closed (or open) interval with a base point in its inter-

ior and any linear topological space with 0 a base point have SRIP and those
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semi-reflectiveisotopies have idenpotent swerving homeomorphisms (i.e. e2=id).

If each (Lx, Ox) has SRIP, then (II Lx, 0) and ( 2 Lx, 0) have SRIP where II Lx
JLElA XE.A Xe.A

is the product space of Lx tt^A) and 2 Lx= {x―(x^e II L 1x^=0 for almost

all
/le/i} is a

subspace of II £,!･ We write Lw― 2 Ln, £/= 2 £≪provided
≫ejv neiv

Ln=L for each neiV. If (L, 0) has a semi-reflectiveisotopy with an idenpotent

swerving homeomorphism, then {Lw, 0) and (LJ, 0) has i?/P. Then Q=[―1, l]w,

≪=(-l, l^s^-Za and /2? have i?/P.

Throughout this paper, let (E, 0) denote a paracompact, perfectly normal

pointed space which has SRIP and is homeomorphic to (E , 0) or (Ej, 0).

A manifold modeled on E, briefly E-manifold, is a paracompact space M

admitting an open cover by sets homeomorphic to open subsets of E. If E=Q,

then M is a Hilbert cube manifold, and if E=l2, then M is a Hilbert manifold.

An E-manifold bundle is a locally trivialfibre bundle with an jB-manifold fibre.

An Zs-manifold bundle with fibre M is briefly called an M-bundle. Then an E-

bundle is a locally trivialfibre bundle with fibre E.

The StabilityTheorem for £-manifold has been established by R. M. Schori

[Sch] and its strong version has been done by R. Geoghegan and D. W. Hender-

son [G-HT] (cf. K. Sakai [SaJ. The stability theorem for product bundles is

easily proved (cf. Theorem 4.6 in [Fe]). We present the Stability Theorem and

its strong version for Zi-manifold bundles is Section 4. And in Section 5, we

introduce deficiency in is-manifold bundles and we see several easy properties.

The bundle version of Mapping Replacement Theorem is proved in Section 6.

§2. Reduced Cartesian Products.

Let X and Y be topological spaces and A a closed subset of X. The product

of X and Y reduced over A, denoted by (Xx Y)A, is defined to be the set

(X＼A)xY^J A with the topology gererated by the basis consisting of all sets

{U＼A)XV and (U＼A)xYU(Ur＼A) where U is open in X and V is open in Y.

(See [B-P] p. 25). Note that (Xx F)^Ix Y and (Xx Y)X = X.

Let 7rx=7r|xF : Xx Y-*X, tcy^ky^ : XxY-^Y be the natural projections,

that is, 7tx(x, y)=x and %y(x, y)=y for each (x, y)^XxY. The natural map

ta=t</xY>a:(XxY)a-+X is defined by r^l^id and zA＼(X＼A)X Y=nx (=7rXxr),

and the natural map rA=tfxxTr)A '･Xx Y―>(lx Y)A is defined by zA＼Ax Y=-ux

(=nA) and TA＼(X＼A)xY=id. Then zA and zA are continuous. Note that

7rx=zAzA, z^=zx=7cx, zx=idx and z^=ldXxY-

Obviously if (X, A) = (X', A') and Y~ Y', then (Xx Y)A = (X'xY')A,. Observe
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that

(IX (YX Z)B)A=((Xx Y)A X ZWxuo*b ,

so Xx(YxZ)B=((XxY)xZ)XxB and (Xx(YxZ))A=((Xx Y)AxZ)A.

We shall define the cone C(X) and the open cone C°(X) of topological space

X as reduced products:

C(X)={IxX)m; C°(X)=(£0, l)xl)lol.

Let HJ and c^ be open covers of X. We say that 17 is a refinement of cv

or 1/ refines^V, denote CU<CV, provided each U^-HJ is contained in some FeCR

For ^LcZ, define stU; 17)=VJ{(/ecu|ylnt/^0} and st(<U)={st(f7; 17)|f/e<U}.

If st(1/)<cl^, then 17 is called a star-refinement of cy. We say that a map

/: F-^X is HJ-near to a map g: F―+A" or / and g" are HJ-near if for each jeF,

there is some f/ei; containing both f(y) and g(;y). And a homotopy (an isotopy)

h: YxI-^X is a HJ-homotopy (a HJ-isotopy)if for each jigK, /idj'fx/) is con-

tained in some U^V.

A map /: fixI-^BxF (or /: XxB^YxB) is said to be B-preserving if

7iBf=7rB. When /: BxJ-BxF (or /: Ixfi-7x5) is 5-preserving, for each

b&B, define /6: X^Y by fb(x)=f(b, x) (or =/(*, 6)). Let />:X-*B and ^ : F^5

be maps. A map /: X―≫Y is B-preserving if qf=p. A map g: ZxZ->FxZ; is

B-preserving if q7iYg=piTx- And a homotopy /z: Xx/-^F is B-preserving if

qht=P for £e/. If p:X-^B and #: F^5 are bundles, then a .B-preserving

continuous map (embedding, homeomorphism, etc.) f: X^Y is called a 6wnrf/e

map (a bundle embedding, a bundle homeomorphism, etc.) and a B-preserving

homotopy (isotopy) h : Xxl―>Y is a called a bundle homotopy (a bundle isotopy).

§3. Main Lemma.

In this section, we will prove the following lemma.

3-1 Lemma. Let X be a spacesuch that XxE is perfectly normal and W

an open subspace of XxE. Then for any closedsetsA, C and D in W such that

Cr＼D=$, thereexistsa homeomorphism h :(WxE)A―>(WxE)A[JD such that

i) 7ZXTA(JDh= TCXTA

ii) h＼(C＼A)xEUA=id

Proof: According as (E, 0)^(Ew, 0) or (Ef, 0), E* denotes Em or Ef. We

may assume that W is an open set in XxE*. We will write x―(x0; xu xz, ･･■)

e^TxE1*. For each jieA, let 7rn: XxE*-*XxEn be the natural projection,i.e.
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^n(x)―(x0; xu ■■■,xn). By an n-basic subset of XxE*, we will mean the inverse

image of a subset of XxEn by 7tn, that is, BdXxE* is rc-basic if and only if

7in17in(B)=B. Note that if B is n-basic, then ■Kn{＼ntB)=＼ntTtn{B), nn(c＼B)―c＼7in(B)

and 7tn(bd B)=bd 7in(B). Each m-basic set is n-basic for n^m. A basic set is

an n-basic for some n. (See [Sch] p. 89).

Since (E, 0) has SRIP, there is a semi-reflective isotopy a : E2Xl-≫E2 with a

swerving homeomorphism e: E-^E. Define an /-preserving continuous map

B : (XxE*)xExI-≫(XxE*)xI bv

d{x, y, O)=(jr, 0) and

O(x, y, t)=(x0; xu ■･■, xn-u

o{xn, y, 2nt ― l), e(xn+1), e(xn+2), ■■■; 0

if 2~n<t<2-n+1.

Note that 0＼(XxE*)xEx(Q, 1] is a homeomorphism and that If t^Tn, then

xndt{x, y)―nn(x).

Using normality, construct collectionsSB and <B' of basic open setsin XxE*

such that ＼J3=W＼(AVJD), Cr＼Q＼＼J$'=Rand ＼J(&＼J&')=W＼A. Let &n and

B'n denote the subcollections of B and <B' consisting of all n-basic sets, respec-

tively. By Lemma 5.2 of [Sch], take collections{Kn＼n^N} and {K'n＼n^N} of

closed sets in XxE* such that U Kn=W＼(AOD)=＼J&, U K'n=K)& and each
n<=N nGN

Kn and K'n are n-basic and contained int Kn+1r＼＼J<Bn and int K'n+1r＼＼J$'n

respectively. Then ＼J(KnyJK'n)―W＼A and each Kn＼JK'nis n-basic and contained
neiV

int (Kn+1VK'n+1)r＼VJ(<BnV<B'n).

From Tietze Extension Theorem, there are continuous maps fn : 7tn{Kn＼＼ntKn-i)

-.[2-"-1, 2""] and f'n: nn(KnUK'n＼lnt {Kn.^JK'n^))-^[_2-n-＼ 2""] such that

/B(bd :rB(A:B))=/;(bd ?rn(Jft:7tUir'n))-2-"-1and

/n(bd icn{Kn.1))=fn{bd 7cn{Kn.1^)Kln-1))=2-n

where K0=K'0=Q. Put n(x)=min {neiVUe/fB} for each x^W＼(A^JD) and

m(x)=min {neiV| x^Kn＼JK'n) for each igI^H and define continuous maps

f:W＼(AUD)^(0, 1] and /': W＼A^(0, 1] by

f(x)=fn<;x)Xn<ix)(x) and f'(x)=f'm(x)7TmCx)(x).

These are well-defined because each Kn and KnUK'n are n-basic. Note that

f(x)=f(xo;x1, ■･･,*,£*),*, *, ･･･)^2-"w

for each x^WVAUD). and
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f'(x)=f'(xo;xu - , xmc*>,*, *,-)^2-m^

for each x(eW＼A, and that m(x)^n(x) for each x^W＼(AUD), and moreover

x<$＼JjS',then n(x)=m(x). Take a continuous map k:W-^I such that k(C)

and k(cl＼J$')=!. And define a continuous map g: MK＼/1->(O,1] by

*U)=j
/'(*) if xeD

(1-£(*))/(*)+£U)/'U) if xmD.

Then observe that g＼C＼A=f＼C＼A and

g(x)=g(x0: xlt ■･■,xm<x), *, *, ･･･)^2"m£j:)

for each x^W＼A.

Now define hf :(WxE)AUD^W and hg :(WxE)A-+W by

ana

f hf＼AUD=id

＼
hf{x, y)=Of<.S) for each (x, y)e(W＼(A＼JD))x E

f hg＼A='id

I
hs(x, y)=6eiX)(x, y) for each (x, y)^{W＼A)xE .

if

=0

Then hf＼(C＼A)xE＼JA=hg＼(C＼A)xEUA.

Now, we will show that hf and he are homeomorphisms. Then hjlhg :

(WxE)A―>(WxE)A[JD is clearly a desired homeomorphism. From similarity,we

may check up hf alone.

Continuity of hf : Since hf＼(W＼(AVJD))xE is continuous, we have to examine

that hf is continuous at x^A^JD. Let V be an n-basic neighbourhood of x in

W. Since Kn^A^JD)^, V＼Kn is a neighbourhood of x in W, so

t/=(( V＼Kn)＼{A＼JD))X £U(( 7 ＼/Tn)n(>l＼JD))

is a neighbourhood of x in (^xE^uc For (x', y')^V＼Kn)＼(A^D))xE,

x'^Kn implies n(x')>n therefore /(x/)^2-7l(x')<2"n. Then

7tnhf{x',yf)=7rndfCX'y(xf,y')=7in(x')(E7rn(V)

so /i/x', 3;/)e^17rn(F)=F. Hence hf(U)dV.

Inverse of /i/: Define h'f: W―*(WxE)A{jD by

f x if x<=AUD

{ ejlxAx) if xGAKJD.

For each xe=W＼(A＼JD) put (x't y')=0f＼x>(x)<=(W＼(AVD))xE.

x = 6f(x>(x',yf) and/U)^2-≫≪*>,

Since
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therefore f(x)=f{x'). Hence

hf(h'f(x))=hf(x', y')

= 0/c*<>(*',y')

= dft*)(df＼x)(x))

For each (x, y)=(W＼(A^JD))xE, put x'=dflx,(x, y)^W＼(AVD). Similarly

as above, f{x)=f(x'). Hence

h'f{hf{x,y))=h'f(x')

= 6j{x.,(x')

= OflAdftx)(x, y))

=(x,y).

Therefore h} = hj1.

Continuity of hyl―h'f: Since h'f＼W＼(A<JD) is continuous, we have to examine

that h'fis continuous at x^A^JD. Let V be an n-basic neighbourhood of x in

W. Note that V＼Kn is a neighbourhood of x in W. For x'<E(V＼Kn)＼(A＼JD)..

put h'f(x')=(x", y"). Then Ttn^xn{x')―iT:n^x^{x"),so izn(x')―7cn(x")because

n<n{x'). Since V is n-basic, x"e V that is h'f(x')=(x", y")^(V＼(AVD))xE,

Hence

/iV(F＼fn)C(F＼(iUD))xEU(Vn(AVJD)). D

3-2 Remark : In the above proof, note that

6{{x, 0), 0, t)=(x, 0, t)

for each ((x, 0), 0, t)^XxE*xExI, then

[ ((*, o), o) if

h?h8iix, 0), 0)=

I (x, 0) if

(x, O)£(ff＼(AWD))^Ix {0}

(x,Q)e(D＼A)nXx{0＼.

Hence we can requirea homeomorphism h in Lemma 3-1 to satisfy

iii) h＼w＼A)r＼Xx{O})x{O}=TAUD.

In the above proof,put A=D=Q, constructB so finethat st(i5)<cU for an

open cover <u of W and define 0V: (XxE*)xExI->(XxE*)Xl by

[ (0t/c*>(*,y), t) if x^W
8^{x, y, t)={

{ (x, t) if x&W.

Then note that cv is X-preservinerbecause 6 is so. From the proof of Lemma
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2-1 of [SaJ, we have the followinglemma:

3-3 Lemma: Let X be a space such that XxE is perfectly normal and W

an open subspace of XxE. Then for each open HJ of W, there exists an X- and

I-preserving continuous map 0V: XxExExI―>XxExI such that

i) 6v(x, 0, 0, t)=(x, 0, t)for each (x, 0, 0, t)^XxExExI,

ii) 07=7i XxE,

iii) eV＼dXxE)＼W)xE=7rXxE for each t^I,

iv) 6>^Wx£x(0, l]:Wx£x(0, l]-*Wx(0, 1] is a homeomorphism,

v) 0v＼WX {0} X7: Wx {0} X/-^X/ is a closed embedding, and

vi) for each {x, y)^W, there is some U^V such that 0'u({(x, y)}xExI)

CiUxI.

§4. Stability Theorem for Infinite-Dimensional Bundles.

In [Mi], E. Micheal established a useful criterion for a topological property

£P in order that the implication "if a topological space X has £Plocally,then X

has £P"hold. In the proof of his theorem, he actually proved the following:

4-1 Theorem (Micheal): Let X be a paracompact (i.e. fully normal) space

and Q an open cover of X which satisfiesthe following conditions:

a) U is open in X and UdV^S o U^S.

b) u, v^s ^> mjv&s.

0 For any discrete subcollection {Bx＼^A} of Q, KJUx^S.

1<=A

Then X^Q.

Using this theorem, we establish the stability theorem for a locally trivial

fibre bundle with fibre M a manifold modeled on E = E0) or Ef which has SKIP.

It is a bundle version of Schori StabilityTheorem (Theorem 5.10 in [Sen]).

4-2 Bundle Stabiliey Theorem : Let p : X-*B be an E-manifold bundle

such that XxE and BxE are paracompact, perfectlynormal. Then pizx: XxE

―≫Bis bundle isomorphic to p : X-+B.

Proof : Let Q is the collectionof all open sets in X whose each open sub-

set W satisfiesthe following condition:
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(*) For any closed sets A, C and D in W such that Cr＼D=Q, there exists a

homeomorphism h :(WxE)A->(WxE)AUD such that h＼(C＼A)xEVA=id,

pTA[JDh= pTA.

Then Q is an open cover of X, that is, each iel has a neighbourhood

which is a member of S. In fact, there are an open neighbourhood U of p(x)

in B and a homeomorphism /: p~1(JJ)-*UxM such that Kuf―p, where M is an

E-manifold which is the fibre of p : X^B. And there are an open neighbour-

hood V of 7iMf(x) in M homeomorphic to an open set in E. From Lemma 3-1,

it is easily shown that each open subset of f~＼UxV) satisfiesthe condition (*).

Now we will see that Q satisfiesthe conditions a), b) and c)in Theorem 4-1.

Then it follows Ie5, therefore there exists a homeomorphism h :(XxE)0=XxE

-^{XxE)x―X such that ph=pKX.

Obviously, conditions a) and c) are satisfied. To see condition b), let

W=W'＼JW where W and W" satisfy(*) and A, C and D closed sets in W so

that CWD=0. Since W is normal, there are open sets V and V" in W such

that z＼wV'r＼dwV"=1b, W＼W"CV and W＼W*dV.

Let V be an open set in W so that W＼WfdVczc＼wVc.V＼ Put A'=Ar＼W,

C'=(CyJz＼wV)r＼W and D'=D＼V. Since W satisfies(*), there exists b homeo-

morphism h'＼(W'xE)A,^{W'xE)A,{JD, such that h'＼(C'＼A')xEyJA'=＼& and

pTA'vd'h/_^ra-# Define a homeomorphism h1:(WxE)A―(Wx E)AUD, by A11(W7X £)4-

= /i'and /i!|(PTX £)A(W^'X£)^=id. Then h,＼(C＼A)XEUA=id and pzA{JD'h1=pzA.

Put ^*=(AWD/)nW, C"={C^Jo＼wV')r＼W" and D'^DncWF", then using

above argument, we obtain a homeomorphism /z2:{WxE)AlsD'^(WxE)A[JD such

that /i2|(C＼(AWD/))x£:W(,4UZ)/)=id and prA[JDh2=pTAuD'.

Then h = hzhi: (WxE)A―>(WxE)A{JD is a desired homeomorphism. □

From 3-3 and 4-2, we can easily obtain the following strong version of 4-2

which is a bundle version of Geoghegan-Henderson Strong Stability Theorem

[G-H] and Theorem 2-2 in [SaJ.

4-3 Strong Bundle Stability Theorem : Let p: X-+B be an E-manifold

bundle such that XxE and BxE paracompact, perfectly normal and let W bean

open set in X. Then for each open cover HJ of W, there exists an I-preserving

continuous map Jv : XxExI-+XxI such that

i) pA^―pTix for each t^I,

ii) AV=kx,

iii) JV＼(X＼W)xE=tzx for each te-I,

iv) Jv＼WxEx(0. 1] is a homeomorphism, and
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v) for each x^W, thereis some U^HJ such that Jv({x} xExI)ZlUxI.

Proof: Let h : X-^XxE be a bundle homeomorphism. Then J^^/r1 xid7)

*@h(-vKhx＼&Exi)fulfillsour requirements.H

In particular,it follows from the above theorem that

I) for each open cover 1/ of X, there exists a bundle homeoinorphism

h : XxE-^X homotopic to the projection tzx '■XxE―^X by a bundle HJ-homotopy;

and

II) for each open set W, there exists B-preserving homernorphisms g:WxE

―*W B-preservingly homotopic to the projection nw : WX E―>W.

§5. Deficiency in Bundles.

Let p: X-+B be a map. A subset K of X Is said to be B-preservingly E-

deficientin X {with respect to p : X―>B) if there exists a homeomorphism h : X

->XxE such that pnxh = p and 7:Eh{K)=0 (i.e. h{K)dXx {0}). And if each

x^K has a neighbourhood W in X such that Kr＼W is J3-preservingly ^-deficient

in W with respect to ^|W: W―>£, then K is said to be locally B-preservingly

E-deficientin X {with respect to p : X―*B).

From Bundle Stability Theorem 4-2 and its strong version 4-3, these notion

of deficiency and local deficiency have the sense for E-manifold bundles.

Throughout the following, let p: X-*B denote an E-manifold bundle such

that XxE and BxE are paracompact, perfectly normal.

First, we remark the following:

5-1 Remark : In 4-3,let K be a B-preservingly E-deficientset in X. In

the proof,using a bundle homeomorphism h : X-+XXE such that h(K)dXx {0},

we can requireJ^ to satisfy

vi) JVI Kx {0}―ttxfor each t^I.

This remark yields the following:

5-2 Proposition : // K is a B-preservingly E-deficient in X, then there

exists a bundle homeomorphism h : X-^XxE such that h(x)~(x, 0) for each xeK

And moreover if W is an open subset of X, then KfSW is B-preservingly

E-deficientin W.

Now, we will show that any locally B-preservingly ^-deficient set is B-
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preservingly E-deficient.

5-3 Theorem : // K is a locally B-preservingly E-deficient set in X, then

K is B-preservingly E-deficientin X.

Proof : Let QK be the collection of all open sets in X whose each open

subset W satisfiedthe following condition:

(*)K For any closed sets A, C and D in W such that Cr＼D=R, there exists a

homeomorphism h :{WxE)A-~>(WxE)AUD such that h＼(C＼A)xE[JA=id,

pTA{JDh= pTA and h＼(K＼A)X{0}=TAVD.

Using Remark 3-2, it is same as 4-2 to see that QK is an open cover of X

and that QK satisfiesthe condition b) in Theorem 4-1. It is clear that conditions

a) and c) in 4-1 are satisfied. Then the result follows from Theorem 4-1. □

The following corollaryis a direct consequence on 5-3.

5-4 Corollary: A necessary and sufficientcondition that Kis B-preserving-

ly E-deficientin X is that for each xg5, there exist a neighbourhood U of x in

B and a bundle homemorphism h : p~＼U)-*UxM such that ■KMh{Kf^,p~1{U))is

E-deficientin M, where M is an E-manifold which is the fibre of p : X-+B.

In the following, we will show that a finite union of E-preservingly E-

deficientsets in X is also jB-preservingly ^-deficient in X. We must assume

that (C(E), 0)= (E, 0). The Hilbert cube Q and any locally convex linear metric

space F homeomorphic to Fw or to FJ satisfy this assumption. It is well known

that C(Q) = Q and Q is homogeneous (cf. [Ch2]), then these imply (C(Q), 0)

s(<3, 0). Since F~C°(F) by Lemma 2 in [He] (with a remark in the proof of

Theorem 3.1 in [Chi]) and Fx(0, 1] = F, C(F) is an F-manifold. From contracti-

bility of C(F), C(F) = F by ClassificationTheorem in [He]. (Using Negligibility

Theorem in [CuJ, C(F) = C(F)＼Fx {1} =C°(F) = F because Fx {1} is F-deficient

closed in C(F).) Our theorem (5-6) is valid for not closed sets, thus it is an

extension of Proposition 5.3 in [Cu2].

5-5 Lemma: If (C(E), 0)~(E, 0), then there is a homeornorphism f:IXE

―C(£)=(/X £)(,! such that f＼Ix {0} =rt0>, Maf is, /(0, 0)=0 and f(t, 0)=(t, 0)

for each f e(0, 1]. 5o (C(£), 0)s(£, 0) /rn^'gs (£x/, (0, 0))= (E, 0).

Proof: Let h : E―>C(E)=(IX E){0)be a homeomorphism such that h(0)=0.

Then h induces a homeomorphism h*:(IxE)10]-^(Ix(IxE)101){q]defined by

h*(0)=0 and h*＼(0,l]xE=id(0,i]X/i. Observe that
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(/X(/X£)i,i)i,f((/X/)i,|X£)1W(o,1],io1

and that

/x(/x£),of((/x/)x£)/x[oi.

We can easily constract a homeomorphism g: /x/―K/X/)(0] so that g＼Ix{0}

=T(0). This g induces a homeomorphism

^*:((/X/)x£)/xloi->((/X/){0)X£:)(o)U(o.i:X(ot

defined by g*＼lx {Q}=g＼lx {0} and g*|/X(0, l^xE=(g＼IX(0, l])xid£.

Now define f=h*-1g*(idIxh): IxE->(IxE)l0].

IX E

IX(IxE)l0]

II

((/X/)X£)/xl01

((/X /)(o)X -E)fo)UCO,llxE

II

(/X(/XE),oi)ioi

(/x£)(01

For *e=(0, 1], f(t, O)=/j*-15*(f, O)=h*-＼t, 0)=(f, 0) and /(0, O)=h*-1g*(O, 0)

= /z*"1(0)=0. Hence / is a desired homeomorphism. D

5-6 Theorem: Assume (C(E), 0)= (E, 0). Then a finite union of B-preser-

vingly E-deficientsets in X is also B-preservingly E-deficient.

Proof : Let K and L be 5-preservingly ^-deficient in X. We may show

that KXJL is 6-preservingIy ^-deficientin X. Since (ExI, (0, 0))= (£, 0), there

is a bundle homeomorphism g: X-+XXI such that g(L)dXx {0}. Put

^4=^r"1(-^X
{0}). Then g induces a 5-preserving homeomorphism ^*:(Zx£)4

-+((XxI)xE)Xxm defined by ^*|^=^|^l and g*＼(X＼A)xE=(g＼X＼A)xidE. By

5-5, there is a homeomorphism /: /X E-*(IX E)m such that /|/X {0} =r(Oi.
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gXidE
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(XX E)A

idxxf

V

Xx(IxE)m
ii

≪XxI)xE)Xxm&-1

Then h'―g* 1(jdxXf)(gXidE): XxE-+(XxE)A is a Z?-preservinghomeomorphism

such that h'＼Xx{0}=TA＼Xx{0}.

From proof of 5-3,there existsa B-preserving homeomorphism h" :(XxE)A

-^X such that h"＼A^J{K＼A)x{0}=zA. Then h = h"h': XxE^X is a bundle

homeomorphism such that h＼(K^JL)X {0}= kx. Hence K^JL is 5-preservingly

^-deficientin X f~l

§6. Mapping Replacement.

Recall our assumption that p: X―*B is an E-manifold bundle such that XxE

and BxE are paracompact, perfectly normal.

In this section, we will prove two theorems, using results in Section 3. The

firsttheorem is a bundle version of Theorem 4.1 in [Chil (Theorem 2-5 in PSail).

6-1 Theorem : Let K be a B-preservingly E-deficient subset of X. Then

for each open cover HJ of X, there existsan invertible bundle HJ-isotopy gt: X-^X

(t^I) such that

i) go=id,

ii) gt＼K='id for each t^I, and

iii) gt(X) is a B-preservingly E-deficient closed set in X for each £e(0, 1] .

Proof : Since K is 5-preservingly ^-deficientin X, there is a bundle homeo-

morphism h : X->XxE such that h(K)aXx {0}. Define a closed embedding

i:XxE^XxExE by i(x, y)={x, y, 0). Then g=h-1KXxE6h(-c^ (^xid7): Xxl

-*X is a desired isotopy, where <9ftW) is a map in Lemma 3-3. □

The second theorem is a bundle version of Mapping Replacement Theorem

due to R. D. Anderson and J.D. McCharen [A-M] (Lemma 5.1 in [ChJ ;

Theorem 3-1 in [Sari). In case of a product Q-manifold bundle, it has been
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proved (Proposition4.9 in [Fe], Corollary2.4in [C-F]). In the following,we

assume metrizabilityof B and E, hence metrizabilityof all spaces and that

(ExI, 0)= (E, 0). The Hilbert cube Q and any linear metric space F homeo-

morphic to FM or to FJ have thisproperty.

6-2 Mapping Replacement Theorem : Assume that E and B are metrizable

and that (Ex I, 0)= (E, 0). Let YZ)Z be dosed subsets of BxE. If f: Y-^X is

a B-preserving continuous map such that f＼Z is a closed embedding and f(Z) is

B-preservingly E-deficientin X, then for each open cover RJ of X, there is a B-

preserving HJ-homotopy f* : YXI-+X such that

i) /?=/,

ii) ff＼Z=f＼Z for each t^I,

iii) /* : Y―+X is a closed embedding, and

iv) f*(Y) is B-preservingly E-deficientin X.

Proof (cf.Proof of Theorem 3-1 in [SaJ): According as E = E°>of E = EJ,

E* denotes Em or EJ. Note that(E, 0)= {E*Xl, 0). Let d and d* be metrics

on Y and XxE*Xl, respectively,definedas follows

d(y, y')=dy(y, y')+dx(f(y),f(y'))
and

d*((x, z, t),(x'f z', t'))= dx(x, x')+f:2-idE(zi, Zi)-＼-2-l＼t-t'

where dx, dY and dE are metrics bounded by 1/4 on X, Y and E respectively.

Let ^ be a star-refinement of 1J. From Theorem 6-1, we have an invertible

bundle c^-isotopy g: XxI-*X such that go―'id, gt＼f(Z)=id for each /e/and

gi(X) is 5-preservingly ^-deficient closed in X. Let h : X-*XxE*Xl be a

homeomorphism so that pKXh = p and hgi{x)―(gl{x), 0, 0) for each iel Using

the above metrics, define a continuous map k : Y-^[0, 1/2] by

k(y)=d(y, Z)=inf {rf(^, y)|/eZ}

and a continuous map e: XxE*Xl―*I by

eU, ^ O=sup {d*((x, z, t), XxE*Xl＼h(V))＼ V^^} .

(Since |e(x, z, t)―e(x', z', t')＼<d*((x, z, t),{%', z', t')＼ e is continuous. This

map e is called a majorant for with respect to d* in [SaJ; see [Cu] 2.)

Now, let 0 : XX E*xExl-*XxE*Xl be the X- and /-preserving continuous

map defined in the proof of Lemma 3-1 and define a homotopy /': YxI-^X by

f't(y)=h-ie(g1f(y), 0, nE(y), tk(y)ehgj(y)),
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Note that (pgif(y), 7rE(y))=(7j:B(y),7iE(y))―y for each y&Y. Then by the same

arguments in the proof of Theorem 3-1 in [Sa^, a homotopy /*: Yxl―>X by

( guAx) if O^fSl/2

1 /',-:(*) if 1/2^^1

fulfillsour reauirements. f~1
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